Abstract. The rationality and reliability of port throughput forecasting results directly affect the rational arrangement of port resources, which is of great significance to the formulation of future port development strategy. This paper collects decades of historical data of Fujian coastal ports, combines the Grey model GM (1,1) prediction with Markov chain, uses Markov chain to reflect the randomness of variable fluctuations, corrects the predicted value, and forecasts the port cargo throughput from 2015 to 2016. The results show that the average absolute error of the Grey model modified by Markov process decreases from 5.4% to 0.04%. Through comparison, we can find that the result of Grey Markov chain is more accurate than that of single grey prediction.
Introduction
Port cargo transport is one of the main modes of modern transportation system. In the foreseeable future, North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific are the main markets of global cargo transport. AsiaPacific region is expected to be the most important source of commercial trade and activities. Fujian port is facing the challenge of comparative advantage. The cost of port construction is sunk cost. Once the port is built and the equipment is installed, its application will be difficult to change. To avoid waste, port managers must be able to predict container throughput. At present, there are two kinds of methods to predict port throughput: qualitative and quantitative. Among them, qualitative forecasting methods mainly include subjective probability method, scenario forecasting method, source investigation method, etc. Quantitative forecasting methods mainly include regression analysis method, time series forecasting method, grey forecasting method, artificial neural network method, etc.
Peng [1] proposed six univariate models to predict container throughput of three major ports in Taiwan. It was found that the classical decomposition model is usually the best model to predict the seasonal variation of container throughput. Fang [2] proposed a back propagation neural network model based on genetic algorithm. Experiments show that the GA-BP neural network model has better accuracy, but it consumes more time than the traditional BP network model. In order to overcome the shortcomings of railway passenger volume prediction methods, Wang [3] based on the railway passenger volume from 1980 to 1998, used the improved neural network method to forecast the railway passenger volume. The simulation results show that the improved neural network prediction results are more accurate and reliable. Lin Qiang [4] established three grey multivariate regression models by using Grey model and multivariate regression model, and concluded that the series model and embedded model are the improvement of multivariate regression model by using grey theory, which can weaken the random type of original data and improve the prediction accuracy of the model. Parallel model is essentially a combination model, which can synthesize multiple information and has certain practical value. Godfrey [5] applied exponential smoothing method to establish passenger volume prediction model. It was found that this method is relatively simple in practice and has relatively small prediction error.
Based on previous studies, this paper proposes a combined forecasting method combining grey forecasting analysis with cloud model forecasting, which mainly aims at the throughput forecasting of Fujian ports. Firstly, the data of cargo throughput in Fujian Province are collected and analyzed. The grey prediction algorithm is used to get the prediction data. On this basis, the prediction value is revised by combining Markov chain.
Prediction Model Selection

Grey Theory
The grey system theory holds that the prediction of the existing information and the system with unknown or uncertain information is the prediction of the time-related grey process which changes in a certain direction. Although the phenomena shown in the process are random and disorderly, they are orderly and bounded after all, so this data set has potential regularity. Grey prediction is to use this rule to establish a Grey model to predict the grey system. Grey prediction model is the core of grey theory put forward by Professor Deng Julong. It is especially suitable for the prediction of areas where incomplete information or uncertain behavior are common problems. Grey theory has three basic operations: (1) cumulative generation, (2) inverse cumulative generation, (3) Grey modeling. The characteristic and advantage of Grey model is that it needs less data to predict. The characteristics of Grey model are the order of differential equation and the number of variables involved. For example, the first-order single variable Grey model is often expressed as GM (1,1). Here we briefly describe the steps of calculating GM (1,1) prediction process.
Modeling Steps of Grey Prediction
Step1: Let the sequence
Step2: The first order cumulative generation of
Step3: For the logarithmic sequence
x , the whitening formal equation of the prediction model can be established.
In the formula, a and u are the parameters to be estimated, which are called development grey number and endogenous control grey number respectively. Let a  be the vector of parameters to be estimated.
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Step4: Solving by least squares method.
Formula:
Step5: Turn to Step3 and substitute a  into its differential equation and solve the differential equation. There is a GM (1,1) prediction model.
Thus, the corresponding predicted value can be obtained.
Grey Markov Theory
State division. According to the prediction results of GM (1,1) model, the relative errors of the original sequence and the predicted sequence are calculated, and the state partition interval is determined according to the concentration degree of the error range. According to the characteristics of the data, the data are divided into several states. If the degree of deviation of the predicted value from the actual value is expressed, then I can divide all the deviations into M state spaces.
2) Establishment of state transition matrix. After partitioning the state space, we make Mij the probability of transition from state I to state j through M steps. Then we establish the transition probability matrix of the starting M-step state.
3) Calculate the predicted value. The intermediate value of the state interval is selected, and the grey prediction value is corrected by using the Markov state transition probability matrix, and then the Grey Markov prediction value is obtained.
When the forecast is overestimated, it should be positive, and when it is underestimated, it should be negative. Table 1 , and the trend chart of cargo throughput of ports is shown in Figure 1 . 
Data Processing
Building Model
Gray Model
According to the data of Fujian port cargo throughput scale 1, a GM (1,1) model is established by using grey theory, and the port cargo throughput from 2015 to 2016 is predicted by the data from 2001 to 2014.According to the historical statistical data, we can see that under normal circumstances, the annual average reflects the changing law of the relevant indicators.
From the data The forecast trend of cargo throughput in port can be obtained by programming with MATLAB software as shown in figure 2. 
Markov Modeling
According to the application experience and actual situation of Markov process, according to the relative error between the actual value of cargo throughput and the Grey prediction value of Fujian port from 2002 to 2014, the threshold of state division is determined by the relative concentration of error range, and the final state division interval is as follows:
E1: -33<θ  -10 E2: -10<θ  1 E3: 1<θ  11 The annual status is shown in Table 3 . 
Constructing State Matrix
According to the state of relative error of each year's prediction results, the state transition matrix is constructed according to the state transition frequency summary table (Table 4) . E1  E2  E3   1  1  0  0  2  3  0  3  2 One-step transition probability matrix and two-step transition probability matrix are calculated. 
Calculate the Predicted Value
The Markov prediction value of port cargo throughput in Fujian Province can be obtained from the state transition matrix and the state of each year. Taking 2003 as an example, because the relative error in 2002 is in the state of E1, after one year's transformation, the probability of conversion to E1 is 1, then it is considered that the relative error in 2003 is most likely in the state of E1, and the forecast value in 2003 is obtained through GM(1,1) model for 15167.43, the Grey Markov model is used to calculate the predicted value for 2003, which is 124,834,800 tons. Using the same one-step state transition matrix method, the Markov predictions for other years can be obtained (Table 5 ). Table 5 gives a comparison of the relative errors between GM (1,1) model and Grey Markov model. In terms of the average absolute error between the actual value and the predicted value, the average absolute error of GM (1,1) model is 5.4%, and the average absolute error of Grey Markov model is 0.04%. the prediction effect of Grey Markov model is better than that of GM (1,1). Therefore, the Grey Markov model is chosen. The model predicts the cargo throughput from 2015 to 2016. Table 3 shows that 2014 is in E2 state. Then the state probability distribution in 2015 is as follows: According to the state probability distribution in 2015, its state is most likely to be in E3, and the average relative error of event throughput in 2015 can be calculated.
θ=0.06
According to formula (9), the revised throughput in 2015 is 5427.75 million tons. The forecast results are shown in table 6: 
Conclusion
According to the grey GM (1,1) preliminary forecast of the port cargo throughput data of Fujian Province from 2002 to 2014, the Markov model is applied to revise it, and the average absolute error of the revised model is reduced from 5.4% to 0.04%. It shows that the Grey Markov prediction model is more accurate and effective than the Grey model, and it can accurately reflect the actual situation, to provide a reference basis for determining the future development trend of port cargo throughput in Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research, volume 68 Fujian Province. However, because the state interval division is randomly selected, the prediction results will change with the different state intervals, so the latter is the case. In the follow-up study, it is necessary to consider the diversity of state intervals and other indicators to better improve the prediction methods and improve the prediction accuracy.
